Better Visibility, Safer Drive.
Automatic Heated Wiper blade GV-310
New design, Faster heating, More uniform heat!

- Automatically heat when freezing conditions exist
- Thermostatically controlled for the right temperature
- Increased visibility for safety
- Element easily removed for blade replacement
- Easy to follow instructions
- Stays pliable and conforms to windshield when heated
- Safety to drivers and reduces stress
- Draws 1.96 amps per blade

BLADE HEATS TO 150 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

MULTI-CLIP CAN FIT A FULL RANGE OF CARS
GV-809
Teflon Coating And 9+1 Multi Adapter

- High quality wiper blade
- ISO9001:2008 quality Management system
- No noise, clear, perfect performance
- Fit 99% car wiper blade arms
- Size 12”—28”
- Easy to install

Multifunction Car Wiper Blade

- Good wiping performance at high speeds
- 9 Adaptors, Fitting for more than 99% car types
- Reduced noise & chattering
- Aero-dynamic design
- Corrosion resistant
Multifunction Wiper Blade
500 Thousand Cycle Times

Completely Not BOSCH Patent Restrictions
New Generation Multifunction Wiper Blade!

- UNPRECEDENTED ONE STEEL DESIGN
  NO ANY PATENT RESTRICTIONS
- HIGH QUALITY TPU RUBBER
- REPLACEABLE RUBBER DESIGN, SAVE MONEY, EASE OF INSTALLATION
- GRAPHITE BLENDED NATURAL RUBBER WIPING ELEMENT
Aerotwin Multi-Clip: GV-838
Fast, reliable and multi-compatible

Multi-Clip Adapter Intelligent Solution
Bosch has developed a Multi-Clip adapter for the Aerotwin to cover the 4 main wiper arm connections. These connections are used by the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers eg. Holden, VW, Ford, Mercedes Benz, Audi, BMW and Volvo. This is an additional range to the BBA Aerotwin series of wiper blades.

One Easy to Fit Part
Significantly less part numbers than any competitor program
Range consolidation
Easy fitment
Also fits models that changed from Sidelock to Toplock during production
Reduced handling and customer service costs

- Multi-Clip
- U-Hook Clip
Multi-Clip Wiper Blade: GV-828
Fast, reliable and multi-compatible

- The new revolutionary design, the breakthrough of traditional philosophy, to bring you a new experience.
- No plate design, lighter weight and longer life.
- Use Teflon processing natural rubber, scrape more smooth, more clean.

SYMETRICAL WIND SPOILER CAN USE R AND L DRIVE CAR
Intelligent PC Board Core: GV-A20
Original design, with independent intellectual property rights

PC plastic backing, easy & quick replacing rubber
Superior OE quality Extrusion rubber with Nano 2-layer coating which bring perfect wiping performance, fit with all weather.
2 pcs of Bekaert OE Supplier heat-treated carbon tension Spring can evenly transfer and distribute pressure, Close-to-Fit.

TPV+PP Solid Sheath
TPV+PP Elastomar Solid air spoiler suit different weather from temperature -40°C to +100°C, Anti UV
Adjustable for the 2 pcs of spring in the same level, reduce the DB noise
Easy installation, Adapters change easily and quickly. Fantastic performance
Aero Dynamic Quality Wiper Blades
Specific fit wiper blade
(Pair – 2 wipers; passenger and driver sides)
HYBIRD WIPER BLADE WITH MULTI-CLIP
GV-680
Own proprietary design patents

- The new revolutionary design, the breakthrough of traditional philosophy, to bring you a new experience.
- No plate design, lighter weight and longer life.
- Use Teflon processing natural rubber, scrape more smooth, more clean.

AERODYNAMIC, STURDY DESIGN HELPS PREVENT HIGH-SPEED WIND LIFT
New Hybrid Wiper Blade: GV-650
Five section design to make the fitting more uniform.

Own proprietary design patents

- Pre-assembled connector
- Flat Blade Upper structure
- Conventional lower structure
- High quality rubber element
- Easy to change rubber
- Change adapter direction, can fit left and right hand drive car.
HYBRID WIPER BLADE

GV 805

Hybrid Wiper Blade
High-carbon steel tablet
Rubber with teflon coating
Silent and judder free
Suit for 95% car type

Universal type for U-Hook Wiper Arm

- 100% nature rubber refill with a special water repellent coating
- Flexible for U-hook wiper arms, Pin wiper arms, Bayonet wiper arms
- Aerodynamic stream guidance design to make sure the wiper blade stable

Internally install high-carbon steel plate with good rebound character and anti-rust

For left-hand driving or right-hand driving
Easy to install, evenly balance, free chatter and no streaking
Have two more times life than universal one
High performance
Tradition wiper blades for most cars

- Smooth, streak-free wiper
- Maintains best wiping
- Quality wiper with reasonable prices
- Uniform quality of rubber surface

GV 406
GV 508

Air flow

Great View Automobile Supplies

SIZE(406 & 508)
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GV-906

Premium wiping performance
The advanced wiper blade

Performance & precision
- Superior quality, dual-steel tension strip creates even pressure across entire wiper surface
- Soft rubber wiper spine for low-noise performance
- New, advanced rubber formula for Australian climate

Clear vision
- Nano-graphite coated rubber for maximum cleaning efficiency
- Advanced frame design maximises wiper lifespan and performance
- Refillable with Bosch BMN610 refills

Quick installation
- Quick-Clip adaptor for easy installation
- Suitable for hook, pin and bayonet style wiper arms

GV-906

GV-906 (with diverter)
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Multifunctional Rear Wiper Blade

Completely Not BOSCH Patent Restrictions
Can Fit All Series Rear Wiper Arm

MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESIGN AVOID PATENT ISSUE,
WITH 7 ADAPTORS FIT FOR 99% REAR WIPER ARM
AT WORLDWIDE.
EASY FOR DIY INSTALL AND CHANGE RUBBER

Only Need 7 Adapter
Can Fit 99% Cars
Rear Wiper Arm

Multifunctional design, avoid patent issue. With 7 adaptors fit for 99% rear wiper arm at worldwide. Easy for DIY install and change rubber
**Multifunction Rear Wiper Blade**

Completely Not BOSCH Patent Restrictions
Can Fit All Series Rear Wiper Arm

**MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESIGN, AVOID PATENT ISSUE, WITH 7 ADAPTORS FIT FOR 99% REAR WIPER ARM AT WORLDWIDE, EASY FOR DIY INSTALL AND CHANGE RUBBER**

**Only Need 10 Adapter Can Fit 99% Cars Rear Wiper Arm**

Multifunctional design, avoid patent issue. With 10 adaptors fit for 99% rear wiper arm at worldwide. Easy for DIY install and change rubber
• We have full series heavy duty wiper blades.
• And with the original adaptors, they can fit most of bus & truck around the world.